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ABSTRACT
In this study, optimal post-hazard bridge recovery strategies were
proposed for transportation networks under seismic conditions.
To predict the performance of the transportation network, a
robust performance measure, total system travel time (TSTT), was
employed, and an artificial neural network (ANN)-based surrogate
model was developed to enable an accelerated Monte Carlo ana-
lysis. In addition, a sensitivity analysis based on the benefit–cost
ratio was proposed to support optimal decision making immedi-
ately after an earthquake. To demonstrate the proposed method-
ology, an actual transportation network in South Korea was
adopted, and a network map was reconstructed based on geo-
graphic information system (GIS) data. A surrogate model for net-
work performance evaluation was constructed using training data
generated based on historical earthquake epicenters. In addition,
the damage ratio and required recovery days according to the
damage states of bridges were employed to perform network
recovery analysis. For the numerical analysis, a limited budget
was set for each scenario, and the recovery and damage curve
were compared with existing priority strategy. The numerical
results showed that the priority strategy of bridge restoration
determined through the benefit–cost analysis generated a faster
recovery curve and significantly reduced the damage, as com-
pared to existing strategy. Therefore, it is concluded that the pro-
posed methodology enables optimal decision making and also
helps risk management that can minimize the economic damage.
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1. Introduction

Owing to natural disasters and man-made hazards, critical urban infrastructure such
as transportation, water, gas, and power networks experience significant direct
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damage, and other lifeline structures also experience long-lasting secondary damage.
Generally, lifeline infrastructures are densely distributed at the center of a city and
consist of systems that are interdependent with other lifeline systems. Therefore,
damage to these structures in the event of natural disasters such as earthquakes can
lead to cascading failures.

Transportation networks including bridges, are constructed nationwide to support
industrial, residential, and economic activities, conveying a wide range of products
and supplies between multiple sources and destination nodes. The importance of
transportation networks can be recognized even after extreme events occur, because it
plays an important role in ensuring access and executing recovery plans for other
infrastructure systems, along with providing public support. In particular, the bridge
system’s ability to reduce and repair damage to the transportation network has been
demonstrated in historical earthquakes such as the Loma Prieta (1989), Northridge
(1994), and Tohoku (2011) earthquakes. Bridge structures are classified as the most
important facilities for minimizing bottlenecks in the event of an earthquake and
allowing mutual access for public support. In the case of prolonged damage to bridge
structures, significant secondary damage to commercial and industrial activities can
occur. In addition, bridge structures are constructed using various design and con-
struction methods depending on the location and environment of geospatially distrib-
uted sites. Thus, it is important to establish a recovery strategy of bridge structures
considering structural and material characteristics as well as the location and magni-
tude of the earthquake.

For performance evaluation of transportation networks, various performance meas-
ures can be considered depending on the targeted accuracy of analysis and computa-
tional cost. If the connectivity between the source and the destination node is crucial,
the damage state of bridge can be simply expressed as a bi-state (connect or not).
However, if there is change in the bridge demand according to the damage, newer
performance measures, such as the maximum flow capacity, should be employed.
With the development of various traffic analysis tools in recent years, more practical
performance measures have been proposed to predict the travel time of the entire
network. Because there are various performance measures depending on the analysis
condition or user purpose, the proper measure should be determined.

Various studies on seismic risk assessments have been conducted to evaluate the
urban area (Parvez 2013; Liu et al. 2019) and degradation of lifeline infrastructures
such as water (Yoon et al. 2020), gas (Yoon et al. 2019), and power (Nuti et al. 2007)
networks. With regard to transportation networks, Nuti et al. (2009) proposed a seis-
mic risk assessment method for various utility systems and applied this methodology
to an urban-level transportation network. Lee et al. (2011) introduced a non-sam-
pling-based matrix-based system reliability method to evaluate the post-hazard flow
capacity of a transportation network. Rokneddin et al. (2013) developed a system reli-
ability assessment method based on finite-state Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
simulations and performed a seismic risk analysis of highway transportation net-
works, along with suggesting ranking and priority strategies for retrofitting bridge
components. Moreover, Yoon et al. (2020) performed an accelerated seismic risk
assessment of a transportation network composed of bridges based on an ANN model
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to decrease the computational time required for the reliability analysis of a high-
dimensional system. However, these studies evaluated the network performance with-
out considering seismic resilience, including changes in network performance owing
to recovery over time.

In recent years, research has been actively conducted to quantify the resilience of
lifeline systems following the restoration of facilities. Traditionally, resilience can be
represented by a recovery curve that reflects various factors such as flexibility, robust-
ness, recovery, and rapidity of the network system (Mebarki et al. 2016; Loperte et al.
2019). For resilience estimation, Ayyub (2014) proposed the definition, metrics, and
valuation of systems resilience considering multi-hazard environments, and
Achillopoulou et al. (2020) provided a resilience roadmap for monitoring of transport
infrastructure exposed to multiple hazards. In addition, several recent studies have
measured the resilience of various lifeline systems such as gas and power networks
(Ouyang and Wang 2015), water and power networks (Sharma and Gardoni 2020),
hospitals (Cimellaro et al. 2010), buildings (Masoomi et al. 2020), and seaports
(Shafieezadeh and Burden 2014). For transportation networks, Argyroudis et al.
(2021) proposed a resilience assessment framework including physical vulnerability,
recovery and total losses, and they applied the proposed framework in bridge under
seismic condition. Mitoulis et al. (2021) provided restoration models for quantifying
flood resilience of bridges, and Misra et al. (2020) presented post-hazard restoration
of roadways and bridges based on the empirical data and expert opinion. In addition,
Farzam et al. (2018) evaluated the rapid bridge performance methodology against
seismically induced landslides. Based on the resilience analysis of individual network
components, numerous researchers extended resilience assessment to network analysis
for decision making. For this purpose, Bocchini and Frangopol (2012) conducted
optimal restoration plans for bridges of a transportation network by using a genetic
algorithm. However, their study only provided a set of Pareto solutions for the recov-
ery strategy. Alipour and Shafei (2016) proposed a traffic allocation model based on
the condition of the origin–destination (O–D) pairs, taking into account the aging
effect of network components; their model evaluated the direct loss, indirect loss, and
resilience curves in the California transportation network. Zhang et al. (2017) pre-
sented a risk mitigation methodology for road-bridge networks based on resilience
and conducted research on the change in the resilience curve according to the
adopted post-hazard recovery strategy. Dec�o et al. (2013) conducted research on
probabilistic recovery patterns and recovery strategies based on a decision tree ana-
lysis and compared the resilience measures, direct costs, and recovery times according
to various strategies. In addition, Islam et al. (2021) proposed an index-based social
resilience measure to conduct spatio-temporal assessment against the tropical cyclones
in coastal Bangladesh.

Previous studies have adopted relatively simple measures such as connectivity ana-
lysis (Poljan�sek et al. 2012; Yoon et al. 2018) or maximum flow capacity (Lee et al.
2011; Tak et al. 2019) and have not introduced robust performance measures such as
total system travel time (TSTT), which can accurately represent the performance of
transportation networks. In addition, the previously proposed methodologies have
only been applied to relatively simple and low-dimensional network (Sanchez-Silva
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et al. 2005; Nuti et al. 2009). Moreover, in previous studies, restoration priorities
were proposed by simply clustering the network with a number of bridges or by
employing region-based strategies for measuring resilience. However, for optimal
post-hazard recovery strategies, it is necessary to provide a priority strategy taking
into consideration the construction cost and repair cost of the bridge, the indirect
damage cost due to network performance degradation, and the calculation of the
resilience curve. In this study, the seismic resilience is defined as the intrinsic system
ability to overcome the disturbance and recover to a complete system functionality
after seismic conditions.

Therefore, this study proposes an optimal post-hazard bridge recovery strategy for
a system-level transportation network considering the performance measure TSTT.
To reduce the significant computational time required for TSTT calculation, an artifi-
cial neural network (ANN)-based surrogate model was adopted. The surrogate model
allows the accelerated seismic resilience curve to be evaluated even in a high-dimen-
sional transportation network with reduced time cost. In particular, a restoration pri-
ority strategy was proposed based on a benefit–cost analysis, and the resilience curve
and damage cost were calculated according to the limited repair cost of three differ-
ent scenarios. The demonstrated example shows that the proposed methodology ena-
bles better decision-making, as compared to previous strategies, by providing optimal
recovery scenarios with limited financial resources and helps minimize the direct and
indirect damage.

2. Theoretical background

2.1. Seismic attenuation law

An earthquake is a phenomenon in which the energy stored in the mantle is trans-
ferred to the exterior surface, causing the ground surface to shake during the rupture
of the fault. Various types of ground motion can be generated depending on geotech-
nical environments and the seismic attenuation path through which energy is trans-
ferred to the surface. To simplify the expression of this complex phenomenon of
radiated energy, the ground motion prediction equation (GMPE) is mainly utilized
(Boore et al. 2003). Traditionally, the GMPE is calculated as a mean intensity measure
according to the earthquake magnitude, distance from the source to site, vibration
period, and site class (Joyner and Boore 1993). In this study, the GMPE proposed by
Emolo et al. (2015) was utilized, which is expressed by 222 datasets measured at 132
stations in South Korea through a nonlinear regression analysis. In their research,
five coefficients of GMPE were determined as �5.15, 0.95, �0.92, �0.0003, and
0.208, respectively, in South Korea.

In addition, inter-event and intra-event terms were adopted to represent the uncer-
tainty of ground motion (Wagener et al. 2016). The inter-event term represents the
uncertainty of the seismic wave characteristics such as earthquake magnitude or
vibration period, while the intra-event term represents the amplified or attenuated
ground motion according to the attenuation path or condition. The standard devi-
ation of inter- and intra-events are assumed to be 0.14 and 0.29, respectively (Tak
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et al. 2019), and the spatially correlated equation proposed by Goda and Hong (2008)
was used. More detailed description can be found in literature (Yoon et al. 2020).

2.2. Seismic vulnerability analysis of bridge structure

Once ground motion at the location of bridges is generated, the failure probability of
the bridge structure can be calculated. The US Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) classifies the damage function according to the geographical location,
spectral accelerations (SA), and structural characteristics of the structure such as seis-
mic design, number of spans, structure type, pier type, abutment, bearing type, and
span continuity (FEMA 2003). According to HAZUS-MH, it was reported that the
SA accurately predicts the failure probability of the bridge structure among other
intensity measures, and the failure probability is represented by two parameters
(mean and standard deviation) of the lognormal curve based on empirical earthquake
data. In addition, the damage states are divided into five levels depending on the
degree of damage or the rapid repair time of the structural component. Figures 1a, b
shows the seismic fragility curve in case of RC slab and PSC I bridge structures.

To estimate repair costs, it is necessary to evaluate the appropriate damage ratio
based on the damage states. In HAZUS-MH, the damage ratio of the bridge structure
is evaluated as the ratio of repair cost to construction cost according to the damage
state of the bridge. Table 1 presents the range of damage ratio, adopted damage ratio,
and mean recovery days according to the damage states of the bridge structure. In
this study, the damage ratio for each damage state was allocated as the maximum
value of the proposed range of damage ratio, and the required repair cost for each
damage state can be expressed as the product of the bridge construction price and
the damage ratio (FEMA 2003). Moreover, to present the recovery curve of the trans-
portation network, the recovery days for each bridge structures must be defined.
Several researchers have utilized historical data and numerical modeling to demon-
strate the restoration capabilities of bridges based on survey-based models (Porter
2004; Padgett and DesRoches 2007) and mathematical expressions (Shinozuka et al.
2003; Bocchini et al. 2012). However, previous models cannot provide sufficient data
and consider various bridge materials, types, and designs. Thus, in this study, the

Figure 1. Seismic fragility curves of RC slab and PSC I bridge structures.
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continuous restoration function proposed by the Applied Technology Council (ATC)
was adopted based on the empirical data to consider the survey-based system damage
state (ATC 1985). As this study focuses on a comprehensive methodology, if realistic
restoration and fragility models are considered, the present study can help efficiently
decide on restoration strategies.

2.3. Network performance evaluation

TSTT represents the travel time required for moving between entire nodes based on
traffic analysis; therefore, it can accurately indicate the degradation of the entire net-
work when external disturbances such as earthquakes occur. To perform traffic ana-
lysis, the Emme4 software was adopted, which is an analysis package that optimizes
the TSTT to ensure that the traffic flow of the entire network is optimally assigned at
the macro level (Florian 2014). The Emme4 software calculates the travel demand
through a traffic analysis following four-step travel demand modeling (trip gener-
ation, trip distribution, mode choice, and network assignment) taking into account
the travel demand and availability of bridge structures within the target network
(Sharma S and Mathew 2011). This calculation process enables a variety of transpor-
tation plans, such as travel demand forecasting, transportation planning, economic
and environmental analysis, and pedestrian and bicycle transportation prediction.

For traffic analysis, basic information regarding the target network and detailed
information about the bridge components are required, such as the topology and con-
nectivity of the network, bridge type, types of vehicles, number of lanes, and traffic
speed of vehicles. TSTT of the entire network can be obtained by adding all the travel
times from source to sink node calculated through the traffic analysis. TSTT is
defined as follows:

TSTT ¼
Xnt

i¼1

AViRTi (1)

where AVi represents the available traffic volume of the i-th link, RTi represents the
time required to travel the i-th link, and nt represents the number of links in the
entire network system. If the traffic capacity of the bridge decreases due to an earth-
quake, the RTi will increase which will increase the TSTT, and the change in network
performance can be predicted by comparing the TSTT before and after
the earthquake.

The RTi value from the source node to the sink node is the result of the traffic
analysis determined according to the bridge condition. If the damage to the bridge

Table 1. Damage ratio and recovery days (FEMA 2003).
Damage state Range of damage ratios Adopted damage ratio Required recovery days

None (DS1) 0 0 0
Slight (DS2) 0.01–0.03 0.03 0.6
Moderate (DS3) 0.02–0.15 0.15 2.5
Extensive (DS4) 0.10–0.40 0.4 75
Complete (DS5) 0.30–1.00 1.00 230
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becomes severe, the required travel time from node to node tends to increase. For
this reason, the modified traffic volume for each damage condition was assumed to
consider the reduction in bridge traffic. In this study, five damage states were
assumed, and the corresponding reduced traffic capacity was considered based on the
previous studies (Murachi et al. 2003; Mackie and Stojadinovi�c 2006). To reduce the
flow capacity of damaged bridges, the quarter-based maximum flow capacities are
adopted, which are 0%–100% of the original flow capacities with respect to the dam-
age states. Table 2 lists the reduced traffic capacity for each bridge depending on the
damage states.

By adopting the TSTT performance measure, in this study, an ANN-based surro-
gate model was employed to avoid direct traffic analysis. The surrogate model is a
pre-trained outcome model that predicts the targeted outcome without direct calcula-
tion. It is relatively easy to use, and several researchers have adopted the surrogate
model in various research fields. The iterative performance measurement of transpor-
tation network was evaluated through the surrogate model. Because the surrogate
model utilizes a trained model to enable fast calculations, the ANN-surrogate model
is useful in research areas that require excessive iterative calculations such as seismic
risk analyses, optimization problems. Although it involves an initial computation cost
to generate the training model, once the model is constructed, it has the advantage of
being able to use an identical system without additional traffic analysis.

3. Proposed method

3.1. Sensitivity analysis for restoration priority

In the event of external disturbances in transportation network, rapid and accurate
recovery plans must be established to rationalize the distribution of repair costs. If
the local government has sufficient funds, an ideal restoration plan would be to repair
all bridges simultaneously. However, the funds that can be used for bridge repair are
limited and depend on the timing and condition of the damaged structure and the
financial support. Therefore, it is important to plan the restoration strategy, starting
with high-priority bridges considering limited repair costs. To confirm the sensitivity
of a bridge structure, Lee et al. (2011) and Tak et al. (2019) proposed importance
measures such as the reduction factor of the bridge and the TSTT increment factor
(TIF). To determine recovery priority, the proposed equation can be expressed as the
sensitivity to the complete collapse of the i-th bridge when an earthquake occurs:

Table 2. Reduced traffic capacity according to the damage state (Murachi et al.
2003; Mackie and Stojadinovi�c 2006).
Damage state Reduced traffic capacity

None (DS1) 0%
Slight (DS2) 25%
Moderate (DS3) 50%
Extensive (DS4) 75%
Complete (DS5) 100%
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TIFi ¼ 1� TSTTlQjBi

TSTTlQ

(2)

where TIFi indicates the sensitivity value of the i-th bridge, TSTTlQ indicates the
mean TSTT (lQ) value under seismic conditions, and TSTTlQjBi

indicates the mean
TSTT value when complete collapse of the i-th bridge (Bi) occurs.

However, the previously proposed TIF does not determine the restoration priority
reflecting the repair cost of each bridge. Therefore, this study proposes a benefit–cost
measure for sensitivity analysis. Because the proposed benefit–cost-based restoration
strategy reflects the bridge restoration cost and network performance simultaneously,
it is possible to establish an optimal restoration strategy with a limited budget com-
pared to the previous TIF measure. For benefit–cost analysis, a benefit–cost import-
ance measure (BCIM) was defined as the ratio of the decreased indirect damage cost
of the network to the repair cost of the i-th bridge:

BCIMi ¼ ICi

DCi
(3)

Figure 2. Flow chart of optimal post-hazard recovery strategies.
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where BCIMi represents the benefit–cost analysis-based importance measure of the i-
th bridge, DCi represents the direct damage cost of the i-th bridge, and ICi represents
the decreased indirect damage cost according to the repair of the i-th bridge.

In addition, the value of time (VOT) was adopted to represent the indirect damage
as cost, which is defined as the increased daily travel cost for public travel due to
construction work. VOT is the cost derived from the driver’s time loss due to detour-
ing or rerouting caused by deteriorated road conditions (Daniels et al. 2000). This
factor is calculated by taking into account the value of time traveled for the section,
vehicle operation cost, and overall accident rates (vehicle-kilometers). Therefore, it
can be calculated in different ways depending on the environment and conditions of
each country or region, such as prices, average daily traffic, and vehicle type (Choi
et al. 2007). For this reason, selecting an appropriate VOT considering the character-
istics of the target network can have a significant influence on the results of the ana-
lysis. The total VOT with increasing total travel time can be calculated using the
following equation:

TVi ¼ DTi � VOT � AADT (4)

where TVi represents the total indirect damage cost incurred in the i-th days, DTi

represents the delay time due to the earthquake, and AADT represents the average
annual daily traffic.

3.2. Model construction

A comprehensive seismic resilience estimation model based on a three-step analysis
was proposed to perform optimal decision-making in the post-hazard recovery strat-
egy for transportation networks. The proposed model consists of a main analysis
phase including target network construction, ground motion prediction, and damage
states determination; an ANN-based surrogate model analysis phase for TSTT
estimation; and a recovery analysis phase for recovery priority calculation with a
benefit–cost analysis based on direct and indirect damage. Figure 2 shows the entire
flow chart of the proposed research method.

In previous studies, the mean network performance was calculated using an itera-
tive traffic analysis in the main phase (Kim et al. 2008; Chang 2010). However, to
avoid direct TSTT calculation, an ANN-based surrogate model analysis phase was
proposed in this study. The network topology and connectivity matrix are required to
construct a surrogate model, and basic road network information is required to pre-
dict the TSTT based on the traffic analysis. When the target network is reconstructed,
it is necessary to determine the location and magnitude of the input earthquake to
generate training data. Also, various k-dimensional damage state combinations need
to be generated to construct the surrogate model. The input of training data is a k-
dimensional damage state vector, and the output data is defined as the TSTT com-
puted through traffic analyses using Emme4; the surrogate model can be constructed
using the ANN.

In the main analysis phase, once the target network modeling is reconstructed, the
possible location and magnitude of the epicenter must be defined. Using the GMPE,
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ground motion at the target network can be generated in terms of peak ground accel-
eration (PGA) or peak ground velocity (PGV) depending on the epicenter. If the
PGA or PGV is calculated at the location of bridge structures, the failure probability
of the bridges can be evaluated based on the fragility functions, which are explained
in Section 2.2 (FEMA 2003). To guarantee the convergence of the network perform-
ance, a sufficient number of sampling needs to be generated. The damage state of the
bridge is determined by comparing the failure probability with the inverse transform
sampling method between 0 and 1 by considering the uncertainty of ground motion
(uncertainty matrix is considered as the standard deviation for sampling). If the dam-
age states of bridge structures are determined, the required recovery days for each
bridge need to be designated according to the damage states based on the recovery
function (FEMA, 2003). Then, the reduced traffic capacity is determined based on the
damage states. TSTT performance of each sampling is calculated through an ANN-
based surrogate model, and calculation is repeated until the mean TSTT converges. If
all bridges are fully recovered (required day for recovery is equal to zero), TSTT
reaches the minimum value, subsequently the seismic resilience curve can be measure.
In addition, the total damage cost is calculated, and the entire main analysis phase is
completed. However, if the target network has not been completely recovered, it is
necessary to proceed to the recovery analysis phase.

The traffic capacity corresponding to damage states is determined based on Tables
1 and 2. Let us assume that a bridge is in a complete damage state (DS5), which
means that the reduced traffic capacity is 100% and the required recovery days are
230. If this bridge moves onto recovery analysis, the required recovery days are
updated to 229, and the bridge is still in a complete damage state (DS5) with a
reduced traffic capacity of 100%. TSTT estimation and recovery analysis are repeat-
edly performed for this bridge, and when the number of days to recover is 75, the
damage state is updated to an extensive damage state (DS4) with 75% reduced traffic
capacity. Likewise, TSTT estimation and recovery analysis continue for the bridge
until it becomes a non-damage state (DS1).

In the recovery analysis phase, the indirect damage over total time is calculated by
using the increased TSTT in the damaged network, as compared with the normal
TSTT of the intact network. Thereafter, the restoration priority is determined based
on the BCIM measure to implement the optimal post-hazard recovery strategy. When
the bridge to be repaired is determined, the repair cost is calculated as direct damage;
the required recovery days is updated with one day reduced and the damage states
are modified with updated required recovery days (Table 1). The recovery analysis is
repeated until the damage states of the entire network is fully recovered, and the
entire analysis is completed.

4. Numerical example

4.1. Problem definition

To demonstrate the proposed method, an actual transportation network located in
Pohang, Korea was adopted. The target network was reconstructed based on GIS
data, and numerical modeling for traffic analysis was performed based on the road
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and bridge conditions provided by the Korea Infrastructure Safety Corporation.
Although it is known that South Korea has a relatively low probability of earthquake
occurrence, the Pohang region is located above dense faults of the recent Gyeongju
earthquake in 2016 (M 5.8) and Pohang earthquake in 2017 (M 5.4); thus, because of
these frequent recent earthquakes, increased attention has been devoted toward seis-
mic risk and seismic resilience estimations.

Figure 3 shows the reconstructed target network, which is composed of 1440 nodes
and 3940 links. The nodes are connected through a total of 48 single- or multi-span
bridge structures, along highways and local national highways, with an average length
of 101.16m, average bridge width of 17.16m, average pier height of 5.73m, average
maximum span length of 23.67m, and average number of spans of 4. For the seismic
resilience evaluation, six epicenters were considered based on previous earthquake
data provided by the Korea Meteorological Association (KMA).

Figure 4 shows the average daily traffic volume and type of superstructure for the
48 bridges that constitute the target network. Figure 4a shows the average daily cap-
acity of traffic volume for each bridge, and the traffic volume was determined based
on statistical data regarding the population and number of households in the Pohang
region determined through the 2015 census by Statistics Korea (Korea 2016). Figure
4b shows the five types and ratios of superstructures in the Pohang network.

4.2. Sensitivity analysis for restoration priority

To determine the optimal post-hazard recovery strategies proposed, a sensitivity ana-
lysis was performed using Eqs. (2) and (3). The seismic fragility curve provided by
Hazus-MH was used; it was classified based on seismic design, number of spans,
structure type, pier type, abutment, bearing type, and span continuity (FEMA 2003).
In addition, the earthquake occurrence rate in the target network region was assumed
to follow the Gutenberg–Richter (G–R) recurrence law to account for the uncertain
magnitude of earthquakes occurring in Pohang (Gutenberg and Richter 1944). For

Figure 3. Reconstruction of the target transportation network considering the geo-
graphic reference.
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the calculation of the occurrence rate in the Pohang area, the historical earthquake
data collected by KMA with a magnitude of 3.0 or more from January 1, 1918 to
August 22, 2018 were considered, and it was assumed that the location of each epi-
center had the same weight. According to previous research results (Tak et al. 2019),
the coefficients a and b of the G–R recurrence law were determined to be 2.167 and
0.699, respectively, through regression analyses. The normalized bounded probability
density function for earthquake magnitudes between 6.0 and 8.0 is depicted based on
the coefficients of the G–R recurrence law (Baker 2013). Figure 5 shows the normal-
ized probability density function for the Pohang area, and the weight of the earth-
quake magnitude can be considered through the probability density function.

Figure 6 shows the BCIM for each of the 48 bridges considering uncertain earth-
quake location and magnitude. The importance measure represents the order of the
level of improvement in network performance through bridge repairs. In particular, it
was confirmed that the priority of bridges according to the BCIM measure is mainly
determined by the location of the bridge and the traffic volume (bridge number 28,
3, 25, and 7). As can be observed from the network map in Figure 3, the bridge with
highest BCIM was located at the center of the city, and thus, it was found to have a
significant impact on the travel time between densely constructed nodes. However, in
bridges located around nodes with low traffic volumes or low degrees of freedom
around the city center (i.e., a series topology without bypasses or detours), a relatively
low BCIM was noted, because these bridges do not significantly affect the access to
dense nodes.

Figure 7 shows the importance measure calculated based on the TSTT incremental
analysis, which was expressed in Eq. (2). As this is a measure based on network per-
formance excluding the bridge construction cost, the priority of bridge restoration
was determined by the location of the bridge or the traffic capacity of the bridge
(bridge number 3, 29, 28, 11). Similar to the BCIM results, the priority of bridges
located at the center of Pohang was high, which have a significant influence on the
traffic volume between clustered nodes. However, the bridges located in the suburbs

Figure 4. Characteristics of bridge structures in the target network: (a) average traffic volume, and
(b) type of superstructure.
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of the target network had lower priority because they did not have a significant
impact on the network traffic.

Figure 8 represents the bridge construction cost for the Pohang network. Both
BCIM and TIF measures prioritize recovery based on the performance of the bridge.
However, the BCIM is a measure that reflects the economic budget. Thus, there was
a slight difference in the priority indicated by these two importance measures. For
example, bridge number 29, with relatively higher construction costs than other
bridges, had a lower priority according to the BCIM; however, it had a relatively

Figure 5. Probability density distribution for uncertain earthquake magnitude.

Figure 6. Results of benefit–cost-based importance measure: bridge number (a) 1–24, and
(b) 25–48.
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higher priority according to the TIF because the restoration cost of the bridge was
not considered in this priority strategy. In this study, the proposed methodology was
verified based on the BCIM by comparing the recovery curve and damage cost
according to the priority based on the TIF, and the details are discussed in
Section 4.3.

Figure 7. Results of TSTT incremental factor based importance measure: bridge number (a) 1–24,
and (b) 25–48.

Figure 8. Bridge construction cost for Pohang network.
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4.3. Results of optimal post-hazard recovery

In this section, the network recovery curves, direct damage, and indirect damage are
compared according to the restoration priority and economic budget based on two
measures. For resilience curve, the ANN-based surrogate model trained by Yoon
et al. (2020) was employed to predict the TSTT performance of the target network,
and 5000 samples were utilized to consider the TSTT convergence. In this study, the
benefit–cost ratio-based recovery curve and damage estimation were applied accord-
ing to the available budget, and the restoration priority based on the TIF was com-
pared to prove the superiority of the proposed method. Table 3 presents the ratio of
the available budget for each of the four recovery phases compared to the construc-
tion cost of the entire bridge, assuming that the duration of one recovery phase is
eight months (see Table 1). Scenario A represents a case where a large budget cannot
be used for the cost of repairing a bridge immediately after an earthquake. In the
case of Scenario B, the budget can be evenly allocated for all four phases, and finally,
Scenario C can support a large budget immediately after the earthquake occurs.

Figure 9 shows the recovery performance of the benefit–cost ratio and TSTT incre-
mental-based recovery strategy according to each available budget scenario when the
earthquake magnitude is 6.0, 6.5, and 7.0. TSTT based network performance was nor-
malized by using the minimum and maximum TSTT of target network. Compared to
Scenarios A and B, Scenario C tends to recover relatively rapidly because it can repair
a large number of bridges immediately after an earthquake using 40% of the recovery
cost. Meanwhile, in the case of Scenario A, because only 10% of the total recovery
cost can be utilized in phase 1, it can be confirmed that the slope of the performance
recovery curve is relatively flat and slow. In addition, even within the same repair
budget, the benefit–cost ratio-based recovery strategy shows a more rapid recovery
curve compared to the TIF-based recovery strategy, and it can be observed that the
time until the network performance cannot be improved (the time when the slope is
zero) is shorter. This is because the priorities based on benefit–cost ratios identify
bridges that are optimized for performance recovery within a limited budget. In par-
ticular, the restoration priority based on the TIF was simply based on performance
without considering the repair cost of the bridge, and hence, sufficient bridge repairs
could not be made within the budget allocated for each phase. For example, the TIF
method was unable to propose an optimal budget allocation as it assigned high prior-
ity to bridges such as 29, 33, and 17, which account for a large portion of the overall
budget. This phenomenon is clearly observed in Scenario A–C according to the TIF-
based results in Figure 9. In particular, in the case of Scenario C, it can be confirmed
that the performance recovery proceeds very fast, with an approximate completion
time of 50weeks. Moreover, the initial network performance tended to decrease as

Table 3. Recovery scenarios according to the available budget.
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

Scenario A 10% 20% 30% 40%
Scenario B 25% 25% 25% 25%
Scenario C 40% 30% 20% 10%
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the earthquake magnitude increased, and the slope of the network performance
tended to increase as the bridge connected to the center of the target area recovered.

Figure 10 shows the cumulative bridge repair cost according to the network per-
formance recovery. In the case of Scenario C, because the budget immediately after
the earthquake is large, it can be confirmed that the slope of the initial direct cost is
higher than that in other scenarios. In particular, in TIF-based Scenario C, as bridge
number 29 can be repaired, it was confirmed that the direct cost slope of the TIF-
based strategy was higher than that of the benefit–cost ratio-based strategy. In TIF-
based Scenarios A and B, the increase in direct cost was not significant until week 64
and 32, respectively, because the given budget could not repair bridge 29. However, it
can be confirmed that the repair cost until reaching Phase 4 converged regardless of
the scenario. This is because the total repair cost is only influenced by the magnitude
of the earthquake. In other words, the amount used for repair at each phase may be
different, but the total direct damage is the same. Therefore, selecting a bridge with
optimal recovery priority for each phase influences the resilience curve of the bridge,

Figure 9. Normalized seismic resilience curve according to recovery strategies based on the bene-
fit–cost ratio and TSTT incremental factor at magnitudes of (a) 6.0, (b) 6.5, and (c) 7.0.
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which can incur a considerable indirect damage cost and significantly impacts the
budget allocation for direct damage cost.

Figure 11 shows the cumulative indirect damage cost according to the performance
degradation of the bridge structures. Indirect damage can be defined differently
depending on the conditions or categories to be considered. In this study, the total
VOT, expressed in Eq. (4), was adopted to express indirect damage as a cost. In par-
ticular, it was assumed that the average traffic volume per year was 5,000 vehicles,
taking into account the traffic information of Pohang City, and the average VOT
(20.63US dollars per hour) of South Korea that fit the road conditions of the target
network was adopted (Choi et al. 2007). As can be observed in Figures 9 and 11, the
results of the indirect cost curve show that the benefit–cost ratio-based strategy to
recover immediately after an earthquake is lower than that of the TIF-based strategy
because the indirect cost of the target network is proportional to the network per-
formance. In addition, in the case of Scenario C, although the allocated budget in
Phase 1 was the highest, the indirect cost was significantly lower than that of
Scenarios A and B because most of the bridge structures was stabilized more fast. In
particular, as the magnitude of the earthquake increases, the network performance
decreases rapidly, and the indirect cost tends to increase considerably. Because the

Figure 10. Direct cost estimation according to recovery strategies based on the benefit–cost ratio
and TSTT incremental factor at magnitudes of (a) 6.0, (b) 6.5, and (c) 7.0.
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indirect cost can be higher than the bridge repair cost depending on the location and
traffic volume of the target network, a recovery plan should be established consider-
ing not only the direct cost but also the secondary damage cost.

Figure 12 shows the cumulative distribution of the damage states of bridge struc-
tures according to the recovery scenarios of the target network with an earthquake
magnitude of 7.0. In each scenario, the benefit–cost-based restoration strategy imme-
diately after the earthquake was more appropriate for the optimal repair of a larger
number of bridges within a given budget. Furthermore, as the TIF-based restoration
strategy assigns a high priority to bridges with high construction costs, such as bridge
number 29, the BCIM–based strategy tends to improve the damage states of the
bridges more efficiently in phases 1 and 2. However, because the recovery cost
increases as the phase number increases, the bridge ratio of minor damage gradually
increases for both strategies. In particular, after 121weeks of repair (phase 4), it can
be confirmed that there is no bridge ratio of the complete damage state in all three
scenarios. The numerical results indicate that the epicenter located near the bridge

Figure 11. Indirect cost estimation according to recovery strategies based on the benefit–cost ratio
and TSTT incremental factor at magnitudes of (a) 6.0, (b) 6.5, and (c) 7.0.
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with dense nodes, and the bridge in the complete damage state has a relatively high
priority. In addition, it was confirmed that, with a higher budget allocated immedi-
ately after the earthquake, the damage rate of the bridge decreased sharply.

Figure 13 shows the spatial distribution of the damage status of bridge structures
when the earthquake magnitude is 7.0. Note that the damage becomes more severe as
the number increases. Figure 13a shows the spatial distribution of bridges immedi-
ately after the earthquake, and Figures 13b, c show the spatial distribution of dam-
aged bridges with BCIM and TIF based on Scenario A after 230 days (phase 1),
respectively, and Figures 13d, e show the spatial distribution of damaged bridges with
BCIM and TIF based on Scenario A after 460 days (phase 2), respectively. As the
bridge structures were recovered, the mean damage level decreased from 0.0888 to a
lower damage level. The spatial distribution of damaged bridges shows that the
BCIM-based recovery strategy is more efficient than the TIF-based recovery strategy.
The BCIM-based scenario shows a lower mean damage level compared with the TIF-
based scenario. In particular, the damage level of bridges located in the center of the
city was higher because the epicenters were located near the city center. As the

Figure 12. Accumulated ratio of bridges according to the damage state level with an earthquake
of M 7.0: (a) Scenario A, (b) Scenario B, (c) Scenario C.
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bridges located near the center recovered (Figure 3), the mean damage level
decreased, and the network performance increased.

Figure 14 compares the mean damage level with respect to Scenarios A–C. Figure
14 shows the spatial distribution of the damage status of the bridge structures when
the earthquake magnitude is 7.0. Figure 14a shows the spatial distribution of bridges

Figure 13. Spatial distribution of damage status of bridge structures (M 7.0) (a) immediately after
an earthquake, (b) BCIM based on scenario A after 230 days (c) TIF based on scenario A after
230 days (d) BCIM based on scenario A after 460 days (e) TIF based on scenario A after 460 days
(Note that damage is more severe as the number gets bigger).
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immediately after the earthquake, and Figures 14b–d show the spatial distribution of
damaged bridges with BCIM for Scenarios A–C after 230 days. Similar to the results
of the resilience curve (Figure 9), Scenario C, with a higher budget in Phase 1, repre-
sents a lower mean damage level, and the damage level increases as the
budget decreases.

5. Conclusion

In this study, the optimal decision-making in post-hazard bridge recovery strategies
for transportation networks under seismic conditions was proposed. For accurate per-
formance measurements of the transportation network, a TSTT performance measure
based on traffic analysis was adopted, and an ANN-based surrogate model was
employed to significantly reduce the computation time of the iterative analysis. In
addition, to establish an efficient and economical restoration plan for the transporta-
tion network immediately after the earthquake, restoration priorities were presented
based on a benefit–cost analysis. In particular, a comprehensive methodology is

Figure 14. Spatial distribution of damage status of bridge structures (M 7.0) (a) immediately after
an earthquake (b) BCIM based on scenario A after 230 days (c) BCIM based on scenario B after
230 days (d) BCIM based on scenario C after 230 days (Note that damage is more severe as the
number gets bigger).
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proposed, ranging from network recovery curves to direct and indirect damage esti-
mation based on recovery priorities.

To demonstrate the proposed methodology, the present study adopted an actual
transportation network consisting of 1440 nodes and 3,490 links with 48 bridge struc-
tures. The ANN model used 100,000 data to construct the training equation, and the
derived surrogate model was utilized to predict the transportation network TSTT
according to the recovery function. For the recovery analysis, a benefit–cost ratio-
based sensitivity analysis of the 48 bridges was performed, and the recovery curves
and direct and indirect damages according to Scenarios A-C were evaluated. It was
found that the proposed method resulted in a faster recovery curve and reduced the
indirect damage, compared to the TIF-based recovery priority strategy, which did not
account for bridge costs.

The proposed methodology can be utilized for post-hazard decision making in
various civil infrastructures. It can be applied not only to transportation networks but
also to various interdependent lifeline networks. If more realistic resilience indexes,
vulnerability models, and restoration models become available in future studies, the
present study can help realistic policy making or budget allocation for efficient recov-
ery strategy and provide a better understanding about transportation networks subject
to multiple hazard environments.
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